Ideal for workers regularly using
harsh chemical penetrants; and for
sensitive environments (home,
forestry, construction, agriculture,
green space civil works, etc.)

economic benefits
Extends equipment life
Minimal amount required
Minimal evaporation
Less storage & maintenance costs
Reduced spill cleanup fees
Reduced safety costs

health & safety benefits
Shop STUFFF is made from a renewable
base stock of waste cooking oil. It is a
powerful, non-toxic, penetrating oil that
has minimal impact on human health
and ecosystems.

Cleans up work environments
Minimal mist & emissions
Non-flammable
No harsh chemicals
Non-toxic
Minimal odor

environmental benefits
Made from renewable resources
Environmentally friendly
Non-polluting
Readily biodegradable

STUFFF Lubricants Inc.
(1) 877-578-8333 x103
sales@STUFFF.ca
www.STUFFF.ca

PENETRATES &
CLEANS
QUICKLY CREEPS INTO TIGHT
SPOTS AND CUTS THROUGH RUST

LUBRICATES
KEEPS SURFACES CLEAN, MOVING
FREELY AND RELIABLE
Shop STUFFF is a superior lubricant
that coats surfaces to reduce friction
and heat, and prevent wear. It stays
put without evaporating quickly,
gumming up, hardening or attracting
dirt. Great for stopping squeaks,
protecting metals from wear, and for
keeping locks, hinges, conveyors,
chains, rails, etc. clean and working
properly.

Shop STUFFF is a powerful
penetrating oil that creeps into hard
to reach areas and dissolves rust,
adhesives, resins, grease, grime, etc. to
quickly free stuck pieces and parts.
Great for tough jobs. Not only does it
loosen nuts, bolts, latches, clamps
and other metals (without the need
for extreme muscle...or a torch), it
removes glues, tar, crayon, etc..

A MUST FOR YOUR TOOLBOX
Powerful Penetrant
Extreme Lubricant
Tough Protectant
Multi-purpose
Quickly stops squeaks
Restores shop & yard tools
Frees stuck hitches & locks
Safe for home/yard use
Natural oil base
No harsh chemicals
Mild citrus scent
Easy soap & water cleanup

PROTECTS
GUARDS SURFACES AGAINST
WEAR, RUST AND CORROSION

Shop STUFFF bonds to metals and
many other surfaces. It drives out
moisture and leaves a protective
film that preserves surfaces and
prevents them from rusting and
corroding. Great for bringing
metals back to life, stopping rust
spots from getting worse, and for
protecting parts and equipment
stored outdoors.

